Large Repeating Sparrow Trap
This is the largest multi-level and multi-chamber fully assembled sparrow trap available
from Nixalite. Measuring 36”x24”x10”, this repeating trap can hold dozens of sparrows at
one time. Sparrows enter through one of the 6 one way funnel doors (3 at each end).
This leads to a second chamber inside the trap where the food and water is available. A
center divider creates two inner chambers where the birds are held. Use indoors or
outdoors. NOTE: Do not leave the trap unattended. Inspect the trap at least once a day.

Item# SWSP3WF - Repeating Sparrow Trap
3 Access Doors

6 One-Way
Funnel Doors

Water
& Food Kit
Included

36”L x 24”W x 10”H
14 gage wire mesh
Use this large sparrow trap indoors or outdoors on
an elevated platform or on any flat surface. Fasten
the trap to the surface in high wind areas.
Pre-bait the area for several days. Make sure that
sparrows are eating the bait before placing the trap.
Position as shown; down flat with the one-way
doors facing out to clear approaches. Acclimate the
birds to the trap by placing the feed around the trap.
Once birds are acclimated to area and the trap,

spread bait around the approaches and inside the
trap. Use the majority of the bait inside the trap.
Once sparrows enter, they can not exit the funnel
shaped doors.
Inspect traps every day to remove trapped birds and
to add bait & water as needed. If trapping in direct
sunlight, create shade by partially or fully covering
the trap. Do not leave birds in the trap for long
periods of time.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and
animal trapping can be as much art as it is science. Nixalite of America Inc guarantees the workmanship
of the bird traps. WE DO NOT guarantee that you will catch anything. Effective trapping takes careful
planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.

Visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact
Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196
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